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An emerging research area in computational biology and biotechnology is devoted to
mathematical modeling and prediction of gene-expression patterns; to fully understand
its foundations requires a mathematical study. This paper surveys and mathematically
expands recent advances in modeling and prediction by rigorously introducing the
environment and aspects of errors and uncertainty into the genetic context within the
framework of matrix and interval arithmetic. Given the data from DNA microarray
experiments and environmental measurements we extract nonlinear ordinary differential
equations which contain parameters that are to be determined. This is done by a
generalized Chebychev approximation and generalized semi-infinite optimization. Then,
time-discretized dynamical systems are studied. By a combinatorial algorithm which
constructs and follows polyhedra sequences, the region of parametric stability is detected.
Finally, we analyze the topological landscape of gene-environment networks in terms
of structural stability. This pioneering work is practically motivated and theoretically
elaborated; it is directed towards contributing to applications concerning better health
care, progress in medicine, a better education and more healthy living conditions.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
‘‘Can mathematics under the limitations of modern technology model the complexity of nature?’’, ‘‘Yes’’, but only within
the margins of our developing understanding; the margins of approximation in modeling only. Any new improvement
to the model gives a chance to gain a deeper insight into nature and a hope for a continuously advanced service to the
populace. In a similarmanner, the complexity of the environment also includes psychological or societal phenomena, and its
relationshipwith nature and lives of humankind are not an easymodeling task [70]. This paper is based on three foundations:
(i) contemporary advances in modeling and prediction of gene-expression patterns, (ii) recent inclusions of the interactions
of biological life with the environment and of (iii) errors in measurement by modern DNA microarray technology or in the
quantification of the environment and variousmutual influences.We aim at a greater contribution to scientific progress and
services in medicine, health care, food production, industry and education.
There are two quantities coupled in modeling and prediction of gene-expression patterns: the levels (concentration,
states) of gene-expressions and their rates of change (dynamics); both of them are of a ‘‘primary’’ importance. For the
environmental effects, a ‘‘dual’’ role can be identified, such that we speak of some ‘‘duality’’ [70,79] which entirely
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characterizes our learning problem, represented by a bilevel problem of optimization and decision [79,80]. Indeed, one
class of variables contains parameters under perturbation whose response is observed by the other remaining variables
that constitute the second class. For a deep understanding about the states and the variation of genetic and environmental
patterns we use matrices, representing duality and obtained via least-squares (or maximum likelihood) estimation, and an
interpretation of their algebra.
Matrices include our gene-environment networks by specifying the concrete dynamical systems on which a testing of
the goodness of data fitting and prediction are based. They represent linear mappings with time-discrete or time-continuous
changes of the states (levels). Their common effect can be expressed in terms of equilibrium, expansion, contraction,
cyclicity or mixed asymptotic properties; these behaviours contribute to stability or instability. Differently from the time-
discrete dynamics, which can be called a forward problem, there is the underlying inverse problem of parameter estimation.
Those discrete ‘‘forward’’ orbits result from the matrix multiplication performed stepwise, and we analyze them by
the combinatorial algorithm of Brayton and Tong [9,69]. This procedure generates and observes a sequence of compact
neighbourhoods of the origin. Choosing these neighbourhoods as polytopes allows a translation into the combinatorial
language of their vertices; on them the construction principle iteratively applies finitely many matrix multiplications.
Classically, e.g., in classically science, technology and medicine, stability has a positive interpretation in terms of some
local order, a coming to a rest (recovering) or as the robustness of system against small perturbations such as infections or
attacks [33]. In contrast, there is also the negative meaning; an organism, a living being or biosystem which is inflexible
and unable to adapt to a changing environment and thus vulnerable to bacteria, viruses, radiation and other kinds of
attacks. In addition, a stability analysis can also serve for the acceptance or rejection of a mathematical model, i.e., to a
testing of the goodness of data fitting and, if needed, by a model improvement. In fact, if any state dimension of the model
behaves unbounded under slight parametric variations, then this contradicts the natural-technical limitation of the genetic
or environmental levels by bounded intervals.
A genetic network is an established and yet exciting subject of modern science. It means a weighted directed graph
composed of nodes representing genes, and of arcs with functional weights standing for the influences between the genes;
also each node can be equipped with a (level) function of the other genes’ combined effects on it. For each gene we wish to
predict how it influences the other genes. Various analytic and numerical tools have been developed for the construction
and understanding of such networks [1,16,18,25–28,30,41,53,54,64,66,69,78–80,82,83]. A simple additive shift included on
the right-hand side of differential equations served to appropriately extend the model space; then, with our coauthors, we
interpreted the shift by the relevant environmental factors. In [69,70,78–80], we firstly extended genetic networks to gene-
environment networks. Now, the new nodes are environmental items such as poison in soil, groundwater, in air or food,
radiation, but also welfare and living conditions, temperature (concerning, e.g., global warming), education and campaigns
for a healthy lifestyle.
For a large number of genes the expression levels can easily be monitored by DNA-microarray technology [14]. Despite
rapid advances in this area, it is nevertheless affected by uncertainties andmeasurement ambiguities. Therefore,we included
these errors into our model [70,80]. Likewise for the environmental levels and concentrations, we face measurement and
reliability problems, which we also represent in error terms. As introduced in [70,80], we will represent the various kinds
of errors by intervals.
In general, genetic and gene-environment networks are too large to be easily investigated. Therefore, we impose bounds
on the parameter estimation problem which force the number of edges to diminish and make the parameter estimation
become a mixed continuous-discrete programming problem. Relaxing the inequality constraints to become continuous
and depending on the environmental items, maybe also on time intervals and, in addition, on errors and uncertainties
located in intervals, the problem becomes one from semi-infinite programming (SIP). In addition, by allowing a dependence
of the domain of combined external effects on the unknown environmental parameters, we obtain a generalized semi-infinite
programming (GSIP) problem. By this, we permit regulation of the network’s edge density in a more refined way and we can
more confidently guarantee existence and tractability of genetic and metabolic processes.
In [70,78–80] we connected the discrete mathematics of networks with GSIP, a new and pioneering scientific approach
into computational biology. GSIP is an advancing wide problem class with many motivations, results, future challenges
and many practical applications even today [59,62,76]. In computational biology, sound modeling, prediction and process
optimization are very important for a good understanding of genetic processes, of the optimization of cell metabolism, and for
their application in medicine, health care, food production, industry and energy supply. Today, in a time of globalization,
rapid information exchange, mobility and multicausalities in all kinds of biosystems, communities and societies, the ways
in which the environment expresses itself and exercises effects, often in mutually catalyzing or multiplicative ways, are
becoming more and more important. This paper acknowledges this situation and tries to assist in advancing it.
2. Gene-expression and environmental data, modeling and dynamics
2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Modeling by Intervals
In the early stages of modeling, time-continuousmodels representing the gene-environment networks were approached
by systems of time-autonomous ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
E˙ = F(E).
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Here, E = (E1,E2, . . . ,Ed)T is the d-vector of both positive concentration levels of proteins (or mRNAs, or small
components) and certain levels of the environmental factors, while E˙ (= dEdt ) represents a continuous change in the gene-
expression data, and Fi : Rd → R are nonlinear coordinate functions of F (cf. [16,40,60,69] for different dimensions). In
this paper, we offer a parameter estimation on unknowns implied into the definition of F, established on experimental data
vectorsE of those levels. Since the vectorsE obtained frommicroarray experiments and fromenvironmentalmeasurements,
in the widest sense, are merely approximating the actual states E at the sample times of the experiments, we have the
following relations at these times [70]
Ei = Ei ± erri (i = 1, 2, . . . , d);
here, erri ≥ 0 is an error likely to be made in the experimental measurements of the gene- or environmental expression
level Ei. For a closed representation of all cases, we use intervals [Ai, Bi] determined by some maximal measurement error
Erri > 0 which leads us to consider the state Ei just to be the interval
[Ai, Bi] := [Ei − Erri,Ei + Erri]
and, hence, E = (E1,E2, . . . ,Ed)T to be in the d-dimensional parallelepiped
n
X
i=1 [Ai, Bi] = [A1, B1] × [A2, B2] × · · · × [Ad, Bd].
For this approach we suppose that there is no functional dependence between any two of the errors made in the
measurements of the gene-expression levels Ei. We obtain confidence intervals and a confidence parallelepiped here, when
taking into account dependence in some stochastic or statistical sense [8]. In general, there are confidence regions, e.g., given
by confidence levels (yielding ellipsoids and other kinds of level sets; cf. Section 6.2).
If the reader is not interested in the following closer explanations and motivations, he/she may skip them and directly
turn to Section 2.2.
2.1.2. Intervals analysis and arithmetic
If for any interval [A, B] the endpoint B becomes less than A, we put [A, B] := {σA+ (1−σB)|σ ∈ [0, 1]}, i.e., the convex
hull co({A, B}), rather than ∅ [80]. This definition avoids some occurrence of nondifferentiability; without loss of generality,
we may assume now that A ≤ B. An interval number, in short: interval, is an ordered pair of real numbers [u, v], where
u ≤ v. Two interval numbers [u−, u−] and [v−, v−] are equal, [u−, u−] = [v−, v−], if and only if u− = v− and u− = v−. If
[u−, u−] = [v−, v−], then u− ≥ v− and u− ≤ v−. A matrix whose coefficients are all intervals is called an interval matrix.
Recalling that points may also be considered as intervals, and letting some a ∈ R be given, we define for any two intervals
I,J ⊆ R [70]:
• I+ J := {x+ y|x ∈ I, y ∈ J},
• IJ := {xy|x ∈ I, y ∈ J},
• a+ J := {a+ x|x ∈ J},
• aJ := {ax|x ∈ J}.
• IfK is a scalar- or vector-valued function onR (orRd), then, the set-valuedmapping I˜ 7→ K(I˜) of intervals (or P˜ 7→ K(P˜ )
of parallelepipeds from Rd) is defined by K(I˜) := {K(x)|x ∈ I˜} (and K(P˜ ) likewise).
As an new example of such a mapping P˜ 7→ K(P˜ ) we will look at integral operators depending on their upper and
lower end points which will become parallelepipeds (cf. Section 5.2). Referring to any basic operation ‘‘◦ ∈ {+,−, ·, /}’’,
the arithmetic operations on intervals can be represented as follows:
[u, v] ◦ [w, t] = {x ◦ y|u ≤ x ≤ v andw ≤ y ≤ t} .
Herewith, we note:
• addition: [u, v] + [w, t] = [u+ w, v + t];
• subtraction: [u, v] − [w, t] = [u− t, v − w];
• multiplication: [u, v] · [w, t] = [min{uw, ut, vw, vt},max{uw, ut, vw, vt}];
• division: [u, v]/[w, t] = [u, v] · [1/t, 1/w], where 0 6∈ [w, t].
If I,J are intervals, then we learn from [2]:
• commutativity: I+ J = J + I and I · J = J · I;
• associativity: (I+ J)+K = I+ (J +K) and (I · J) ·K = I · (J ·K);
• identity elements: [0, 0] is the identity element with respect to addition and [1, 1] is the identity element with respect
to multiplication;
• subdistributivity: I · (J +K) ⊆ I · J + I ·K and α · (I+ J) = α · I+ α · J, where α ∈ R.
The distributive law does not always hold, as we learn from some small example.
We briefly describe the comparison of ‘‘placements’’ (‘‘orders’’) of intervals in theR [17,23,70]: Let I = [u1, u2] (u1 ≤ u2)
and J = [v1, v2] (v1 ≤ v2) be closed intervals in R. Then,
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• We say that I < J (or, equivalently, J > I), if u2 < v1.
• We say that I = J, if I ⊆ J and I ⊇ J.
• We say that I ≤ J (or, equivalently, J ≥ I), if I∩J 6= ∅ and for all x ∈ I \Jwe have x < J (or, equivalently, I∩J 6= ∅
and for all y ∈ J \ I we have y > I).
2.1.3. First connections with interval dynamics and optimization
In most of the optimization problems, when a model is built, certain data are assumed; however, in the real world, this
is seldom true. The data known and the values obtained are in some certain ranges, where assumptions approximately hold
true. Therefore, in linear programming (LP) programs, data uncertainty is unavoidable. Let
∑n
i=1[ui, vi]xi be the objective
function of an optimization problem which is subject to xi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then, the relation∑ni=1 uixi ≥ ∑ni=1 vixi
is valid for all nonnegative vectors x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T ≥ 0 [57]. If we have an LP program with interval coefficients, then,
the solutions can be found by using the simplex method [9,57].
In the presence of uncertainty, interval matricesM play an important role; its entries are closed intervals:
[
m11,m11
]
. . .
[
m1n,m1n
][
m21,m21
]
. . .
[
m2n,m2n
]
... . . .
...[
mn1,mn1
]
. . .
[
mnn,mnn
]
 ,
and a concept about blockmatrices whose entries are interval matrices themselves, can also be developed. Let us consider
a dynamical system on gene-expressions of continuous differential equations as follows:
(CE)gene E˙ = M(E)E.
From (CE)gene we get the following time-discrete equation:
(DE)gene Ek+1 = MkEk(k ∈ N0).
Here, the interval matrices Mk are taken from M(E), and their stability can be investigated by Brayton and Tong’s
algorithm [4,79,80]. For more concepts, details and applications of interval algebra and comparison, we refer to
[10,17,23,36,57,80].
2.2. The interval-valued model
2.2.1. Introduction
Having defined such a needed algebra and location of intervals and further sets, we assume that the gene-environment
levels E constitute a vector whose coordinates consist of interval-valued functions of a single variable t . This means that
at any time t , E(t) = (E1(t),E2(t), . . . ,Ed(t))T is understood as the set-valued mapping whose coordinates are called
intervals, denoted by Ei(·) = [[Ai, Bi]](·) and defined as follows via selection functions Ei of some differentiability class
C r(r ∈ N0):
[[Ai, Bi]](·) :=
{
Ei(·) ∈ C r(I,R)|Ei(t) ∈ [Ai, Bi] ∀t ∈ I
}
,
I ⊆ R being some time interval. In view of the differential equations, it looks natural first to request r = 1. We note that for
all t ∈ I, indeed, we haveEi(t) = [[Ai, Bi]](t) = [Ai, Bi]. This value is a real interval constantly, butwe have a representation
by selections for the variable mapping Ei = [[Ai, Bi]](·). Later on, we will turn to a piecewise and hybrid model which will
allow nonconstant functions Ei, and also our parameter estimation will imply varying data based on the measurements.
With these previous preparations, we could define [70] E˙i(t) =
{
E˙i(t)|Ei(·) ∈ Ei(·)
}
. Then, however, E˙i(·) ≡ R constantly
—which may be unrelated to the right-hand side of our equation; therefore we prefer to define its left-hand side by
E˙i(t) := 1ht
{
Ei(t + ht)− Ei(t)
}
.
Hence, the choice r = 0 is sufficient and made in view of our later turning to a time-discrete model and replacing the
differential quotient by a difference quotient in the parameter estimation. In fact, ht > 0 stands for some step length; it may
depend on t , for example, time-continuous or piecewise linear. Of course, any inclusion of delay (e.g., by t−ht ) and anymore
Runge–Kutta like discretization is also possible (cf. Section 4.1). For our Eulerian case of using the simple difference equation,
by the interval evaluation which we did earlier we note E˙i(t) = 1ht [Ai − Bi, Bi − Ai] = 1ht [−∆i,∆i], where ∆i := Bi − Ai.
If the numbers ht are very small, this set can become larger than the right-hand side of the equation, such that it can be
reasonable to replace the equality symbol ‘‘=’’ in our differential equation by ‘‘⊇’’. In any such case, the difference between
the left- and right-hand side would be a discretization error interval meaning a first-order model fault in the changes of
concentrations, V(E). By this ‘‘slack’’ the gap between ‘‘⊇’’ and ‘‘=’’ could become closed [80].
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By these reflections we learn that, finally, some kind of discretization will anyway be needed (cf. Sections 4.1 and 5),
combined with a piecewise understanding of the system. The vectors E(t), E˙(t) and any function applied on E(t) delivers
intervals componentwise. Now, the mappings E 7→ Fi(E) become set-valued vector fields and the equation E˙ = F(E)
(or the relation E˙ ⊇ F(E)) is understood as the equality (or inclusion) of two sets at the time t , encompassing many error
scenarios and is, herewith, richer than a (differential) inclusion. Finally, in parameter estimation, we could make a coupling
between the elements of some samples Ei and the ones of its derivative mimicked by a difference quotient E˙i. This entire
wide framework allows us to approximately address the nature of biological, environmental phenomena, and technical
phenomena of measurement andmodeling as well; it extends the one from [28,30] such that the continuous equation looks
as follows [69,70,79]:
(CE) E˙ = M(E)E, E(t0) = E(0).
Here, M(E) is a (d × d)-matrix whose entries are intervals and defined by a family of functions which include unknown
parameters. Now, intervals represent uncertainty with respect to the interactions between the genes and to the effects
between the environment and the genes; herewith, they will constitute a dynamics. The point E(0) = (E(0)1 ,E(0)2 , . . . ,E(0)d )T
consists of the interval-valued initial levels, available, e.g., by the first experimental data point E(t0) = E(0). To find an
approximate model and network, the least-squares optimization problem will finally be restricted by bounds imposed on
the number of regulating effects exercised per gene and depending on the effects of the environment onto the genes.
Example 2.1. An easy 2-vector E = (E1,E2)T is given by the matrix M(E) with nine unknown real parameters
a1, a2, . . . , a9 [80]:
M a1,a2,a3,a4
a5,a6,a7,a8
(E) :=
( [a1, a2]E1 [a3E22 , a4E1E2] + a5
a6 cos(E2)+ [a1, a8] sin(E1) [a7, a8] exp(a9E21)
)
,
where each entry is an interval. Here, polynomial, trigonometric, exponential but potentially logarithmic, hyperbolic, spline,
etc., entries represent any kind of a priori information, observation or assumption in terms of growth, cyclicity, piecewise
behaviour, etc. [25]. In Section 5.2, we will have a closer look at the case of approximation by splines.
Before we continue, we state a short convention: Convention. In this paper, we consider l to be the number of both
genetical measurements and environmental records. For simplicity, we moreover assume that the sample times of these
two types, the genetical and the environmental ones as well, are the same. The index ` will serve for enumerating the
items of the environment or, in very different contexts where no confusion may be expected, it is a dummy variable. Our
convention about the sampling times and time horizons will be discussed in Section 3 and, especially, in Section 6.3.
2.2.2. Two levels of the task
Concerning the parametrized entries, a bilevel problem [27,28,44,62,70,76,79] of two different problem stages can be
distinguished, namely, optimization and stability analysis:
(i) The optimization (approximation) problem of squared errors is based on the following form:
min
y
l−1∑
κ=0
∥∥∥∥My(E(κ))E(κ) − E˙(κ)∥∥∥∥2∞ .
Here, y is a vectorwhich comprises a subset of all the parameters and the vector E˙
(κ)
comprises interval-valued difference
quotients based on the κth experimental data E(κ) and on step lengths hκ := tκ+1 − tκ between neighbouring sampling
times [25,30,70]:
E˙
(κ) :=

E(κ+1) − E(κ)
hκ
, if κ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 1}
E(l) − E(l−1)
hκ
, if κ = l.
In the case of equally spaced observations, hk ≡ δ (δ > 0), E˙
(κ) := E(κ+1)−E(κ−1)2δ (κ 6∈ {0, l}) is a common choice.
Since we turned to an interval-valued setting, we inserted the Chebychev or maximum norm ‖·‖∞ which constitutes
the topology of uniform convergence (cf. Section 5). Thus, we turned from discrete (also Gaussian or least-squares)
approximation and nonlinear optimization [8,25,30,35,42,48,69] to uniform (or Chebychev) approximation and semi-
infinite optimization [70], as we will see.
(ii) The stability of the dynamics is investigated with respect to the remaining parameters. For this a combinatorial algorithm
on polyhedra sequences observed is used to detect the regions of stability. Indeed, the key advantage of (CE) lies in
its structure, which allows a time-discretization represented by a sequence of matrix multiplications. Based on this
recursion, a stability analysis of combinatorial and geometrical type with polytope series is permitted [28], which we
combine with our matrix algebra [69,70].
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2.2.3. On the environment
Gene-environment interaction is frequently characterized as epigenetic, referring to stable changes of gene expression
patterns in response to environmental factors without any mutations in the DNA sequence. Although DNA methylation is
one of the most common epigenetic factors, but there are also others, such as acetylation, ethylation and phosphorylation,
providing important epigenetic regulations. Studies on identical twins showed that although they have the same genomic
sequences and genes and no epigenetic difference during the early stages of life, adult twins exhibited very different
epigenetic patterns affecting their gene-expression portrait [24]. Furthermore, nutritional conditions of grandparents can
have phenotypic consequences in their grandchildren [22,47]. Life style, nutritional supplementation, and environmental
conditions can have a very important impact on inheritance by changing the DNA sequence with mutations and also by
affecting the epigenetic pattern ofDNA throughmethylation, ethylation, etc.,without changing theDNA sequence. Hence, for
a better explanation of the complexity of nature, genetic networks cannot be studied solelywithout taking into consideration
the environmental factors which affect epigenetic patterns and, thus, gene expression patterns [79].
2.2.4. On errors as further variables
Beyond the extension from n genes to the m environmental factors, in this paper, a further dimensional augmentation
is implied by the l errors in data fitting related with the l genetic and environmental sample vectors obtained. These errors
can be addressed in a squared or an un-squared form [80], and they will be detected by minimized upper bounds τκ . Then,
the entire string of variables is displayed by a vector
(E1, E2, . . . , En, Eˇ1, Eˇ2, . . . , Eˇm, τ1, τ2, . . . , τl)T,
but we could further include the cumulative environmental factor as affecting each gene (which would imply n+m rather
than n environmental dimensions), or represent the sum of all squares by one level τ only (cf. Section 6).
2.2.5. Example for a gene-network
Let us from now on for a while focus on the n genes and their interactions and, then, step by step, return to our general
model in dimension d > n; actually, d = m + 2n as we will see, with m being the number of environmental items. In
Section 3, we shall return to the d dimensional (extended) model and mainly add the influence of the environment on the
gene.
Example 2.2. In dimension n, we look at the following system of differential equations [29,30]:
E˙i = −δiEi +
αi∑
α=1
(reg f +)α +
βi∑
β=1
(reg f −)β + ci (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
where ci ≥ 0 and δi ≥ 0 represent real- or interval-valued rates of basic synthesis and basic degradation, and the
sums correspond to activation or inhibition by other network components, respectively. The activation and inhibition
functions reg f + and reg f − have been shown to possess a sigmoid shape [81]. The resulting (n × n)-matrix M(E), where
E = (E1, E2, . . . , En)T consists of the first n components of E, has the entries
mii(E) = ciEi − δi + kii
Emii−1i
Emiii + θmiiii
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
mij(E) = kij
E
mij−1
j
E
mij
j + θmijij
(i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n; i 6= j)
with kij and θij,mij(E) being any or nonnegative reals (or intervals), respectively. Now, some or all of the parameters can be
estimated based on data from DNA-microarray experiments.
2.3. Gauss–Chebychev approximation and optimization in the presence of intervals
In the Chebychev approximation we refer to infinite data, mostly uncountably many ones in the form of a continuum,
and look for a member in a family of functions with less complexity which approximates a given complicated function
best, in terms of the ‘‘maximal error minimized’’ [38,43]. If in an approximate sense the solution E (or E) and E˙ (or E˙)
of the initial value problem over some time interval, or a confidence interval (error of uncertainty), is given, then the
parametric functions can be ‘‘uniformly’’ estimated by finding the matrix M(E) (or M(E)). Chebychev approximation
problems can be reformulated as semi-infinite programming (SIP) programs [43]. Sometimes, we are in between Gaussian
and Chebychev approximation [68]. Then, the functions E and E˙ are approximately known by patterns in the piecewise sense
of some subintervals and points which, in this paper, are interval-valued, per coordinate and state. Such a hybrid kind of
approximation is called by us as Gauss–Chebychev (cf. also Section 6).
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Differently from the ordinary Chebychev approximation, reverse Chebychev approximation tolerates some error margin
while maximizing the region where the approximate representation of complicated functions by easier ones takes place. If
these regions lie in the time axis, then themaximization of the time horizon can be called a prediction or anticipation [20,68].
Another approach to anticipatory systems in bio-, social and economical systems was given by forward delays in ODEs [5].
In contrast, for confidence (or trusted) regions, we aim at their minimization. The reverse Chebychev approximation can be
modeled by generalized semi-infinite programming (GSIP) [43,76]. In Section 6, we will get a GSIP program by Chebychev
approximation, problem relaxation and letting the set of inequality constraints carefully depend on all the combinations of
environmental combinations. Any related reverse Chebychev approximation could then be understood as an inclusion of
the widest possible range of environmental scenarios as well as educational and political measurements applied in order to
guide or support the intended processes.
3. From the special to the extended dynamics of gene-expression and environmental patterns
When referring to the n genes and their interaction alone, the dynamics looks as follows:
(CE)gene E˙ = M(E)E,
sharing with (CE) the same multiplicative structure, which is the basis of the recursive iteration idea [28]. So as not to lose
this recursion property by introducing constant affine linear shifts terms in [82,83], wewill reconstruct the form of (CE)gene
by a dimensional model extension. This will even allow us to represent our following affine continuous equation which
includes a variable shift vector [64–66,69,79]:
(ACE)gene E˙ = M(E)E + C(E).
Here, the additional column vector C(E) provides a more accurate data fitting and may represent environmental
perturbations or contributions. Differently fromM(E)E which exhibits E as a factor explicitly, the shift C(E) does not need to
implicitly possess E as a factor. This shiftmay be, e.g., exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric, but also piecewise polynomial
(splines; Section 5.2). If the interval entries of M(E) and C(E) are given in a closed or piecewise form by polynomials,
then the vector C(E) of various environmental effects should reveal degrees less than the ones in the vector M(E)E. An
additive decomposition as given by (ACE)gene can be called a normal form, an unfolding [7,13,35,44] or a (generalized)
additive model [35,67] (cf. Section 5.2). In fact, emissions, poison in water or food, dangerous drugs, social stress, changes
in the lifestyle, (quantifiable) educational measurements, and other environmental effects are displayed to form the right-
hand side of the system (ACE)gene. In this sense, we distinguish and display special effects on each gene examined by any
environmental item itself or cumulatively by all or several items working together or catalyzing each other. This cumulative
effect may not be further separable or quantifiable by the single effects.
With (ACE)genewe included the disturbances and genetic changes caused by the environment, in both the long and short
term, but we lost the convenient recursive idea of matrix multiplication. This drawback can be overcome by increasing
the dimension of the state space to d := m + 2n such that we reconstruct that product structure. This reconstruction
presented in [79] but now modified by interval-valued entries [70], works as follows. We split C(E) of (ACE)gene into the
sumW(E)Eˇ + V(E), which yields
(ACE) E˙ = M(E)E +W(E)Eˇ + V(E)
with Eˇ(t) =
(
Eˇ1(t), Eˇ2(t), . . . , Eˇm(t)
)T
being a specific m-vector (of intervals) which comprises the levels of the m
environmental factors that can affect the gene-expression levels and their variation.While some of the coordinates (factors)
Eˇ` have a short term effect, the others may have a long term effect. We may think of Eˇ as constant, piecewise constant or,
more generally, time-dependent. In the case of a constant component Eˇj, we can easily normalize it to unity: Eˇj ≡ 1.
By the weight matrix W = (wi`) i=1,...,n
`=1,...,m
, the effects of the factors Eˇ` on the gene-expression data Ei become incorporated
into the system, and the n genes and them environmental factors are individually matched. Differently and complementary
to this, the column vector V(E) = (vi)i=1,...,n represents all the cumulative effects of all (or several) environmental items
influencing the genes together. This cumulation effect could also be represented by a new, (m + 1)st environmental
item, taken into account for each gene. In the time-continuous (instantaneous) system (ACE)gene, the interval value∑m
`=1wi`(E)Eˇ` + vi is interpreted as the total effect of the environment on the expression level Ei of gene i. Now, we
overcome the more complex form of (ACE)gene by an idea introduced in [64–66,69] and refined in [79,70]:
W(E)Eˇ + V(E) = Mˇ(E)Eˇ∨.
Here, the gene-environment matrix Mˇ(E) := (W(E)|diag(V(E))) consists of n · (m+ n) intervals; its second block represents
V(E) as a diagonal matrix with intervals on the diagonal. Now, putting Eˇ∨ := (EˇT, eT)T with the n-vector eT := (1, 1, . . . , 1)
of ones only, we get the following compact form for (ACE)gene:
E˙ = M(E)E + Mˇ(E)Eˇ∨.
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Introducing the following d = m+ 2n-vector
E :=
(
E
Eˇ∨
)
,
and the (d× d)-matrix
M(E) =
(
M(E) Mˇ(E)
0(m+n)×n 0(m+n)×(m+n)
)
=
( M(E) W(E) diag(V(E))
0m×n 0m×m 0m×n
0n×n 0n×m 0n×n
)
,
we arrive at our extended system (CE) together with an extended initial value as follows:
(CE) E˙ = M(E)E, E(0) = E(t0) =
(
E(0)
Eˇ∨,0
)
.
Now, we learn that there is an equivalence between this initial value problem and the corresponding initial value problem
for (ACE)gene [70]. In general, E(0) and Eˇ∨,0 are chosen as the first experimental data vectors E
(0)
and Eˇ
∨,0
coming from
microarray experiments, followed by the environmental observations. (Let us also recall the convention which we made in
Section 2.2.) Here, Eˇ
∨,0
is the initial state of the special or cumulative environmental factors having an impact on E and being
expressed in a physical, chemical, financial or social dimension. If the `th specific environmental factor Eˇ` is considered to
affect any gene-expression level, then, initially, the `th component of Eˇ
(0)
is regarded to be 1, otherwise 0. Here, 1 (0) in Eˇ
(0)
`
means that the `th environmental factor is ‘‘switched on’’ (or ‘‘off’’, respectively). In contrast, the cumulative environmental
effect is always considered to be ‘‘switched on’’. The initial state Eˇ
(0)
(or Eˇ
∨,0
) could also be any other vector [69].
In (CE), equipped with the initial value Eˇ∨(t0) = Eˇ
(0)
, the time-dependent variable Eˇ∨(t) is constant: Eˇ∨ ≡ Eˇ∨,0. We
do indeed not include any environmental dynamics, but our modeling framework allows us to do this. In fact, by turning
the 0 matrices in the second and the third (block) columns ofM(E) in (CE) to matrices different from 0, we could accept
variable and interacting factors of the environment. Permitting also the 0 matrices in the first column to have entries 6= 0,
this would express that genes affect environmental items. In addition, we could allow dependence of V(E) andW(E) on the
variable Eˇ or even Eˇ∨. Later on, Section 5 would even allow the incorporation of such a higher generality of (CE).
4. The time-discretized model and stability analysis
4.1. Time-discretization
The paper [21] introduced Runge–Kutta methods (RK ) into our time-continuous modeling of gene-expression patterns.
Then, the works [64–66] used a different RK method called Heun’s method in some extended model space. This method is a
modification of Euler’s method; it is more an illustrative, explicit and the simplest RK approach [19,21,64–66]. We note that
in Heun’s case applied to the extended system (CE)we get a time-discrete equation of the following form:
E(k+1) = E(k) + hk
2
M(E(k))E(k) + hk
2
M(E(k) + hkM(E(k))E(k))
(
E(k) + hkM(E(k))E(k)
)
=
[
I + hk
2
M(E(k))+ hk
2
M(E(k) + hkM(E(k))E(k))(I + hkM(E(k)))
]
E(k)
= M(k)E(k).
Here, but also in the Eulerian case and some other methods [21,28], we can comprise the discrete ‘‘pulse’’ compactly by
matrix-multiplication:
(DE) E(k+1) = M(k)E(k).
Let the given data from DNA microarray experiments and environmental measurements be comprised by E(κ) :=(
(E
(κ)
)T, (Eˇ∨,κ)T
)T
(κ = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1). By Ê(κ) (κ = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1) we denote the approximations in the sense of
(DE), and we put Ê(0) = E(0). Now, the kth approximation or prediction, Ê(k), is calculated by
Ê(k) (:= E(k)) = M(k−1)(M(k−2) · · · (M(1)(M(0)E(0)))) (k ∈ N0).
In [64–66,82,83], referring to earlier stages of modeling, we compared the first l predicted expression vectors with the l data
vectors and, by this, investigated the quality of prediction, both theoretically and by numerical examples.
Via (DE)we obtain our gene-environment networks by the time-discrete dynamics (while our investigation also permits
a time-continuous approach to the networks via (CE)). Indeed, the genes and environmental items are represented by the
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nodes (vertices) of our network; the interactions between thembecome edgesweightedwith effects (in the time-continuous
case: with functional values). Namely, the significant entries ofM(k), say,m(k)ij ,m
(k)
i,n+` orm
(k)
i,n+m+i, are the effects multiplied
by E(k)j , E
(k)
` or 1. In this way, at the discrete time step k 7→ k + 1 the expression level of the ith gene becomes changed by
the one of the jth gene (or `th environmental item or the cumulative environmental, respectively). Now, the rich arsenal
of discrete mathematics and its network algorithms in both versions, statically and dynamically, becomes applicable on
subjects such as connectedness, components, clusters, cycles, shortest paths or further subnetworks.
4.2. Matrix arithmetic applied
Let us briefly recall some elements of the interval-valued version [70] of our matrix algebra and, in particular,
multiplication [65,66]. Therefore, we refer to the canonical form of matrix partitioning presented for the time-continuous
model in Section 3. The product of two canonical matricesM(k), which are the foundation of our networks, is a canonically
formedmatrix again. Indeed, for any parallelepipeds X, Y inRn the following product can easily be carried out (with 0 being
a dummy variable for zero matrices):(
M(X) Mˇ(X)
0 0
)(
M(Y ) Mˇ(Y )
0 0
)
=
(
M(X)M(Y ) M(X)Mˇ(Y )
0 0
)
:=
(
M˜(X, Y ) ˜ˇM(X, Y )
0 0
)
.
After some notation and simplification we find that
M(k) = Id + hk2
(
M(E(k)) Mˇ(E(k))
0 0
A A˜
0 0
)
+ h
2
k
2
(
B B˜
0 0
)
,
A = M
(
E(k) + hk
(
M(E(k))E(k) + Mˇ(E(k))Eˇ∨,k
))
,
A˜ = Mˇ
(
E(k) + hk
(
M(E(k))E(k) + Mˇ(E(k))Eˇ∨,k
))
,
B = M
(
E(k) + hk
(
M(E(k))E(k) + Mˇ(E(k))Eˇ∨,k
))
M(E(k)),
B˜ = M
(
E(k) + hk
(
M(E(k))E(k) + Mˇ(E(k))Eˇ∨,k
))
Mˇ(E(k)),
such thatM(k) also has its final canonical block form:(
M̂(E(k)) ˇ̂M(E(k))
0 Id
)
.
To figure out the form of two or any finitely many multiplications of such matricesM(k), we denote the blocks by Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂.
Herewith,(̂
A B̂
0 Id
)(
Ĉ D̂
0 Id
)
=
(
Â Ĉ Â D̂+ B̂
0 Id
)
=:
(
K̂ L̂
0 Id
)
,
such that, in our extended space, finitematrix products preserve the structure of a singlematrixM(k). Now, themultiplication
of a vector E :=
(
ET, (Eˇ∨)T
)T
on any canonical matrix M(k) reproduces a vector E˜ :=
(˜
ET, (Eˇ∨)T
)T
of the same type.
Therefore, we may focus on the first n coordinates of the vectors and on the first n rows of our matrices. The matrices(
K̂ L̂
0 Id
)
and K̂
have the same spectrum up to the 1’s coming from the (d× d)-unit matrix. We note that the elements of the spectrum are
interval-valued due to the continuous dependence of the eigenvalues on the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. For
the additional eigenvalue 1, its algebraic and geometrical multiplicity coincide, as requested for the purpose of stability for
any eigenvalue λwith |λ| = 1 [9,33]. In general, because of the interval-valuedness, the stability conditions of both |λ| ≤ 1
and that coincidence between the multiplicities in the case of |λ| = 1, have to be understood elementwise. Herewith, we
can concentrate on the n-dimensional and scalar-valued stability analysis as for (CE)gene presented in [28].
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4.3. Stability analysis
LetM := {M0,M1, . . . ,Mz−1} be a finite set of z matrices over the intervals (as entries) be obtained from (DE) with
a sufficiently fine discretization of M,W and V and an entry-wise optimization [64–66,70] (with no confusion with the
previous meaning ofM(k) as kth iterate). LetM′ be the matrix set of all the finite matrix multiplications of elements from
M. The following definition originated in [9], but has been extended by us dimensionally and by interval-valuedness; we
also include an alternative for the reader’s possible preference:
Definition 4.1 ([70]). The matrix set M (herewith, (DE)), is called stable if for every neighbourhood in Cd (or relative
neighbourhood in Cn × {0′n+m}),U, of the origin 0d (or affine origin 0′d, given from 0d by shifting to 1 some of the middlem
coordinates and all of the last n coordinates), there exists a (relative) neighbourhood V of the origin 0d (or 0′d) such that for
eachM ∈M′ it holds: MV ⊆ U.
We note that for the time-continuous system (CE), in the case of constant time shifts, i.e., ht ≡ h (t ∈ R+0 ), then there
is a dynamics (a continuous orbit) piecewise defined along all the intervals [kh, (k+ 1)h). (If, in addition, the initial section
E(t) (t ∈ [0, h)) is a constant parallelepiped, then the dynamics is piecewise constant.) Herewith, a condition of stability
can be defined analogously to previous definition. For that case and provided that we concentrate on Euler discretization,
having turned from the scalar- to our interval-valued model framework, if the functionM of the right-hand side of (CE) is
Lipschitzian, we learn the following result from [80]. It is an extension of the real-valued case where it even holds for some
Runge–Kutta discretizations presented [79] and, indeed, a unifying concept.
Theorem 4.1. Let the map x 7→ M(x) (x ∈ Rd) be Lipschitzian. If the Eulerian time-discrete system Ek+1 = MkEk (k ∈ N0),
E0 ∈ Rd, as in (DE), some appropriate hmax > 0 being given, is stable for all values hk ∈ [0, hmax], then the time-continuous
dynamics defined by the system E˙ = M(E)E (with h > 0 sufficiently small) is also stable.
The parallelepipeds E can (after some dilatation) be embedded into neighbourhoods of 0d. Multiplying our matrices and
vectors (over intervals) and observing the resulting discrete orbits can be characterized by the scalar-valued case that was
introduced and investigated in, e.g., [9,28,79]. Indeed, each member in an orbit of our set-valued products is representable
as the convex hull of the corresponding common matrix products that we obtain by focusing on all of the finitely many
combinations of the involved interval endpoints. By referring to these endpoint combinations, we indeed reduced the
stability condition to the classical one for the scalar-valued case [70,79,80]. Herewith, we have carried over the stability
theory and algorithmic methods of our and our colleagues’ former investigations, e.g., the previous condition of parametric
stability can be characterized analytically, spectrally and by Lyapunov functions. Our main method of analysis employs
discrete orbits provided by stepwise application of matrices on a compact neighbourhood of the origin 0d. Choosing the
initial neighbourhood and, henceforth, each element of a generated sequence, as a polytope gives the opportunity to detect
parametric regions of stability and instability. If the polytope sequence is bounded, then there is stability given for that
parametric constellation, otherwise instability. By this stability analysis we canmake a testing of the goodness of data fitting
of ourmodel. A secondmethodwhichwewill present for such a testingwill consist in the investigation on structural stability
of the landscapes of gene-environment networks (cf. Section 6.2).
We remark that our modeling and dynamical analysis can also be used formetabolism-environment networks [80].
5. Extracting and optimizing gene-environment networks in the presence of intervals
5.1. Introduction into the model and its estimation
5.1.1. Our hybrid model
The hybrid approach from [30] offered a complete dynamical description of the expression levels of n genes. Then,
the papers [70,79] modified it by additionally matching the n genes with m special items and the cumulative item of the
environment, and by turning to the interval-valued setting:
(HE)
E˙(t) = Ms(t)E(t)+Ws(t)Eˇ(t)+ Vs(t), with
Q (E(t)) = (Q1(E(t)),Q2(E(t)), . . . ,Qn(E(t))), where
Qi(E(t)) :=

0, Ei(t) < θi,1
1, θi,1 ≤ Ei(t) < θi,2
...
di, θi,di ≤ Ei(t) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
but we could also formulate the hybrid system in d dimensions. In (HE), θi,1 < θi,2 < · · · < θi,di are thresholds of the
expression levels where instantaneous changes of the parameter constellation can occur; Ms(t),Ws(t) are matrices of the
type n × n and n × m, respectively, and Vs(t) is an n-vector (all three over intervals). The function Q : Rn → Nn0 implies
the threshold constellation, and S(Q (E)) indicates where in the state space the system is placed at E, and which matrices
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and vectorsM, W,V have to be chosen to specify the system such that the given data are approximated best. The mapping
S : Nn0 → N0 has to be injective, such that a different triplet (M,W,V) is used whenever a threshold is traversed. This
piecewise linear approach provides an approximation of the global nonlinearity of nature.
Note. Please note that the system (HE) can indeed be generalized such that the matrices and vectors depend on E
(cf., e.g., Examples 2.1 and 2.2); then, the involved parameters are affected, governed and instantaneously changed
via s(t). 
Our gene-expression levels are compact intervals such that the vectors E are parallelepipeds, all of them lying in a
sufficiently large parallelepiped P . By natural projections, the thresholds define a partition of P into subparallelepipeds
(regimes) P ∗,ρ ⊂ P (ρ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `d}), where `d := Πni=1(di + 1). Let `#d > `d be an integer such that the difference
`#d − `d is the number of combinations where one or more thresholds are included in the possible intervals of expression.
Each such combination can be identified with another parallelepiped P ∗,ρ ⊂ P (ρ ∈ {`d + 1, `d + 2, . . . , `#d }) which
partially (i.e., in one or several coordinates) consists of intervals between nonneighbouring threshold values or are placed
at the boundary ∂P . The number `#d can be determined combinatorically, but we can reduce it by supposing that all the
intervals Ei(t) are shorter than the differences between any two nonneighbouring thresholds [80].
We understand (HE ) in the sense of the placement in the set of intervals (cf. Section 2) and of an extension ofQ when one
or more thresholds are included in the intervals Ei(t). In such a case, this extension can be made by the arithmetic mean of
the corresponding Q values associated with those intervals between and besides the thresholds which intersect with Ei(t);
this averaging is then followed by a rounding to an integer. Based on this definition of s(t), we findMs(t),Ws(t) and Vs(t) (we
could also directly use the averaging technique for these parameters [70]).
A time-discretemodel is sometimes preferable. Such a version (HDE ) can be found in [70]. It distinguishes between past
(k−1), present (k) and future (k+1), hereby, expressing a time consumption in regulatory genetic networks. State prediction
for time k + 1 needs the model at time k which remembers the time k − 1, where it became parametrically preadjusted.
We recall that for the time-continuous system, we also interpreted the (set-valued) derivative by a (set-valued) difference
quotient; this leads to a system with a forward delay (anticipation), piecewise and in a uniformmanner with respect to the
time.
For our time-continuous (or -discrete) system, the parameter estimation works along the following steps [30,79,70]:
(1) estimation of the thresholds θi,j,
(2) calculation of thematrices and vectors,Ms(t), Ws(t) and Vs(t), describing the system in between the thresholds.
In [30], those thresholds are, e.g., defined by Akaike’s Information Criterion [35]. For further details and concerning the
parameter estimation in the time-discrete case, we refer to [3,4,27,30,52]. Since we are concentrating on the tasks in
continuous optimization, we assume that we already know all the thresholds.
Now, for any given subparallelepiped P ∗ := P ∗,ρ we have to extract the parametric unknowns Ms(t), Ws(t) and Vs(t)
from given data. InP ∗, the hybrid system (HE ) reduces to a system of ordinary linear differential equations. Hence, we can
find analytical solutions for the corresponding parts of the state space. We may assume that for the special environmental
factors the times of sampling are just the genetic sampling times, and the same index sets of samplings. The environmental
data Eˇ
(κ)
(κ = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1) are considered to be binary and constant, but they could also be variable in a more refined
modeling.
5.1.2. Mixed-integer parameter estimation
Minimization of the quadratic error between the difference quotients E˙
(κα)
and the right-hand side of the differential
equations evaluated at the finitely many measurement intervals E
(κα) ∈ P ∗ (α = 0, 1, . . . , l∗ − 1) which are lying in the
regarded regime P ∗ takes the following form:
(HLS) min
(m∗ij),(w∗i`),(v∗i )
l∗−1∑
α=0
∥∥∥∥M∗E(κα) +W∗Eˇ(κα) + V∗ − E˙(κα)∥∥∥∥2∞ .
As discussed above, parallelepiped expression vectors can affect several neighbouring subparallelepipeds P ∗, such that we
get corresponding problems (HLS). Criteria for which of them to put special emphasis on consists on where the data
vectors as parallelepipeds are lying, and further empirical evidence given. In (HLS), ‖·‖∞ stands for the Chebychev norm
of the set inserted, i.e., it is the maximum norm with respect to the vector-valued functions defined by (independent)
parametrizationwhichwe get from the interval-valued entries ofM∗,W∗ andV∗ aswell as the ones of the vectors E(κα), Eˇ
(κα)
and E˙
(κα)
, respectively. For length measurement we use the Euclidean norm, such that our squared Chebychev norm is
indeed a maximum over sums of squares, but we could also use the maximum or the sum vector norm (l1-norm) instead
of the Euclidean norm. This reconsideration turns our least-squares or Gaussian approximation problem of earlier studies
(cf., e.g., [79]) to some generalized Chebychev approximation problem (see Section 2.3). The generalization comes from both
the sum of squares formula where the single Chebychev norms are embedded and the fact that the left and the right sides
of ‘‘−’’ are parametrically decoupled from each other. We note that each entry of M∗, W∗ or V∗ is defined by two or more
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scalar values. For the sake of simplicity, we concentrate on two values, namely, the two interval endpoints. This means that
the dimension of the problem becomes doubled, comparedwith the single valued case. In the following, we shall repeatedly
meet this newapproach and interpretation.We could indeed extend this optimization problem in the sense of our notemade
after introducing the system (HE ); then, we would insert the data vectors into our uniform interval-valued framework of
arithmetic and approximation.
The classical ‘‘scalar’’ version of (HLS), i.e., Gaussian approximation, can be canonically treated by building the partial
derivatives with respect to the unknowns and equating them to 0. Then, one has to solve the resulting normal equations,
which are linear in the unknownparametersm∗ij , w
∗
i` and v
∗
i , e.g., byGaussian eliminationmethod. But (HLS) is a generalized
Chebychev approximation problem; since it can equivalently be written as a semi-infinite optimization problem, we get
access to the applicable methodology of SIP.
Real-world gene-environment networks are huge, such that for practical reasons we have to rarefy them by diminishing
the number of arcs [70,79]. Here, upper bounds on the outdegrees of nodes are introduced first; later on, these constraints
undergo a relaxation. In this section and in Section 6, we briefly recall this process in our interval-valued generalized
Chebychevian way [80]. At first, we introduce the Boolean matrices and vectors, X = (χij)i,j=1,...,n, Ξ = (ξi`) i=1,...,n
`=1,...,m
and
Z = (ζi)i=1,...,n, by
χij :=
{
1, provided gene j regulates gene i
0, if gene j does not regulate gene i,
ξi` :=
{
1, provided environmental item ` regulates gene i
0, if environmental item ` does not regulate gene i,
and
ζi :=
{
1, provided the environment cumulatively regulates gene i
0, if the environment does not cumulatively regulate gene i.
Hence,
∑n
i=1 χij,
∑n
i=1 ξi` and
∑n
i=1 ζi are the numbers of genes which are regulated by gene j, by environmental item `
or by the cumulative environment, respectively; these are called the outdegrees of those nodes. Our network rarefaction
by bounding the outdegrees obeys the principles of least-squares (or maximum likelihood). We also incorporate any
helpful a priori knowledge into the problem, especially, about degradation rates, and what is empirically known about the
connectedness structure. Often, a lower bound δi,min on the degradation of gene i is known or there are requests given
about the feasibility of special genetic or metabolic processes [30,79]. Herewith, our parameter estimation task becomes a
mixed-integer (generalized) Chebychev approximation problem as follows:
(MICP ) min
(m∗ij),(w∗i`),(v∗i ),(χij),(ξi`),(ζi)
l∗−1∑
α=0
∥∥∥∥M∗E(κα) +W∗Eˇ(κα) + V∗ − E˙(κα)∥∥∥∥2∞ ,
subject to
n∑
i=0
χij ≤ αj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
n∑
i=0
ξi` ≤ β` (` = 1, 2, . . . ,m),
n∑
i=1
ζi ≤ γ ,
mii ≥ δi,min (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
The loss of the edges emanating at a few genes which are considered to play a very important role in regulation, i.e., to have
very high outdegrees, could strongly restrict the connectivity of the network. Such a loss can be the result of perturbations
caused by the environment and affecting the problem (MICP ) with its rigid (exclusive) binary constraints. We therefore
make them ‘‘softer’’ by performing a relaxation in the next Section 6.
5.2. On spline regression applied in an additive model
In [80], spline regression was first introduced into ourmodeling and analysis, referring, however, to the real-valued case.
Let us point out the essence of this approach, but generalize it to the interval-valued case. For this we understand integrals
with interval-valued integration endpoints as families of integrals, i.e., functions of the interval parameters, by our usual
elementwise interpretation. Piecewise polynomial or spline [19] functions are very appropriate to approximate observed
data Ewithout strong asymptotic growth toward infinities (±∞). These functions can be described as linear combinations
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of basis splines and approximate the data (tκ , E˙
(κ)
) smoothly. In (ACE)gene, we use splines fα(Eα) per entry ofM(E), W(E)
and V(E). We do this in an approach characterized by a separation of variables (coordinates); this means, e.g.,
mij(E) = β1,i,j0 +
n∑
α=1
f 1,i,jα (Eα)
= β1,i,j0 +
n∑
α=1
pij∑
γ=1
θ1,i,jα,γ h
1,i,j
α,γ (Eα) (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
where h1,i,jα,γ (Eα) are base splines (B-splines) evaluated at the expression levels of theαth gene, andβ
1,i,j
0 are partial intercepts
depending on E˙(κ)(κ = 0, 1, . . . , l− 1) [80]. Likewise, there are
wi`(E) = β2,i,`0 +
n∑
α=1
f 2,i,`α (Eα) = β2,i,`0 +
n∑
α=1
qi∑`
ϕ=1
θ2,i,`α,ϕ h
2,i,`
α,ϕ (Eα)
and
vi(E) = β3,i0 +
n∑
α=1
f 3,iα (Eα) = β3,i0 +
n∑
α=1
ri∑
ν=1
θ3,iα,νh
3,i
α,ν(Eα).
Here, if we denote the kth order base spline by hη,k, a polynomial of degree k− 1, with knots, say xη , then a great benefit of
using the base splines is provided by the following recursive algorithm:
hη,1(x) =
{
1, if xη ≤ x < xη+1,
0, otherwise,
hη,k(x) = x− xηxη+k − xη hη,k−1(x)+
xη+k+1 − x
xη+k+1 − xη+1 hη+1,k−1(x)
for all orders k ≥ 1.
As a new alternative to interpreting the additivity by separation of variables, the additive ansatz can come from some
regular clustering of the input data [67]. For all i, j, `, by the relations qi`, ri ≤ pij (or ≤ maxj pij) we take extra care
since the environment influences the gene expression levels and approximation by effects which are relatively small order
(cf. Section 3). What is more, the approximation could otherwise become too complex and, by this, affected with
instability [67].We assess that possible instability by the integrated curvature (second order derivatives) of the splines. Then,
in view of (ACE)gene modified, we get the criterion of minimizing the penalized sum of squares (PRSS) according to [35]:
PRSS(M,W,V) =
l−1∑
κ=0
∥∥∥∥E˙(κ) −M(E(κ))E(κ) −W(E(κ))Eˇ(κ) − V(E(κ))∥∥∥∥2∞ + Penalty term
=
l−1∑
κ=0
n∑
i=1
(
E˙
(κ)
i −
n∑
j=1
mij(E
(κ)
)E
(κ)
j −
m∑
`=1
wi`(E
(κ)
)Eˇ
(κ)
` − vi(E(κ))
)2
+ Penalty term.
Here, ‖·‖∞ stands for the Chebychev norm. In the following formulas on the penalty term, we also use this norm, addressing
the interval-valued integration ends. There, (·)′Eα denotes derivativewith respect to the coordinate Eα treated as a real-valued
variable:
Penalty term =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[
n∑
α=1
λ1,i,jα
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 1,i,jα (Eα)Ej
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
+
n∑
i=1
m∑
`=1
[
n∑
α=1
µ2,i,`α
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 2,i,`α (Eα)Eˇ`
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
+
n∑
i=1
[
n∑
α=1
ς3,iα
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 3,iα (Eα)
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
,
where λ1,i,jα , µ
2,i,`
α , ς
3,i
α ≥ 0 are penalty parameters, and ELα, EUα are lower and upper limits of Eα . The real and constant
environmental factors Eˇ` are independent from the gene expression levels and we could replace them by the averaged data
Eˇ` := 1l
∑l−1
κ=0 Eˇ
(κ)
` . Now, substituting φ
2,i,`
α := µ2,i,`α Eˇ2` , the penalty term takes the form
Penalty term =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[
n∑
α=1
λ1,i,jα
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 1,i,jα (Eα)Ej
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
+
n∑
i=1
m∑
`=1
n∑
α=1
[
φ2,i,`α
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 2,i,`α (Eα)
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
+
n∑
i=1
[
n∑
α=1
ς3,iα
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ EUα
ELα
(
f 3,iα (Eα)
)′′2
Eα
dEα
∥∥∥∥∥∞
]
.
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Without the Chebychev norm around the intervals we got an interval-valued objective function (see also Section 2.1.3).
Now, inside of the integrals of the first sum terms, we find the squared second order derivatives have the value ((Ej +
δαj)(f 1,i,jα (Eα)Ej)
′′
Eα + δαj(f 1,i,jα (Eα)Ej)′Eα ), with δαj being Kronecker’s delta symbol, which represents some (de)activation
(‘‘on/off’’), such that there is a shift in terms of first-order derivatives (denoted by (·)′Eα ) and, by squaring, a mixing effect.
Now, let us use splines inside PRSS, evaluate the value
l−1∑
κ=0
n∑
i=1
(
E˙
(κ)
i −
n∑
j=1
mij(E
(κ)
)E
(κ)
j −
m∑
`=1
wi`(E
(κ)
)Eˇ
(κ)
` − vi(E(κ))
)2
maximally by the form
∥∥U(θ1, θ2, θ3)∥∥2∞, and discretize (approximate) all integral terms by Riemann sums. Then, we can
write these terms as
∥∥Vi,α,j(θ1)∥∥2∞, ∥∥Wi,α,`(θ2)∥∥2∞ and ∥∥Zi,α(θ3)∥∥2∞. Herewith, PRSS can be interpreted as an optimization
program of the following form —a constrained rather than a penalized problem:
min
t,θ1,θ2,θ3
t,
subject to∥∥U(θ1, θ2, θ3)∥∥2∞≤ t2,∥∥Vi,α,j(θ1)∥∥2∞≤Mi,α,j (i, α, j = 1, 2, . . . , n),∥∥Wi,α,`(θ2)∥∥2∞≤Ni,α,` (i, α = 1, 2, . . . , n; ` = 1, 2, . . . ,m),∥∥Zi,α(θ3)∥∥2∞≤Ri,α (i, α = 1, 2, . . . , n),
t≥0.
This program looks like a typical conic quadratic programming (CQP) problem, but actually it is also semi-infinite since
squared arguments of the Chebychev norms are uniformly bounded. Any discretization of the implied parameter intervals
leads to a CQP in the classical sense of finitely constrained programming. It can be solved by an interior points method (IPM)
with a mild complexity unless the problem remains one of large-scale and with dense matrices, where other methods
are preferable [49–51,67]. Conic programming (CP) offers a closed theory and methodology and serves as a valuable
alternative to penalty and spline interpolation methods. The latter ones had additionally to face with parallelepiped-valued
knots which could be overcome, e.g., by doing real-valued interpolation through the midpoints of the parallelepipeds.
Instead, we appreciate that CP is very helpful here, but also in clustering, especially, in computational biology or financial
mathematics [6]. Further information about the numerics of our parameter estimation problems as linear inverse problems,
including aspects of density and sparsity, can be found in [8,11,12,72,79,80].
6. GSIP relaxation and extension
6.1. The GSIP extension
As prepared by [70,79,80], we use continuous optimization for a ‘‘softening’’ of (MICP ) by replacing the binary
variables χij, ξi` and ζi with real variables pij, qi`, ri ∈ [0, 1] which depend linearly on the elements of mij, wi` and vi
(also interpretable as probabilities). For the latter ones we assume some reasonable box constraints. Then, the values∑n
j=1 pij(m
∗
ij),
∑m
i=1 qi`(w
∗
i`) and
∑m
i=1 ri(v
∗
i ) become interval-valued approximations of the number of genes regulated by
gene j, environmental item ` and cumulative environment, respectively. Please recall that the continuous real-valued image
of an interval is an interval again. Having solved the continuous optimization problem, we could return the binary variables
and, hence, network rarefaction, by means of rounding or staying below some small prescribed values εij, εi`, εi ∈ [0, 12 ),
respectively [79].
The environment can affect the connectedness between the genes or destroy some of the connecting paths and also cycles
among the genes (‘‘knockout’’; [26]), and an external stimulus can activate a higher regulation among the genes. For reasons
such as these [70,79] imposed all the possible convex combinations of the environmental effects into the inequalities of the
bounded outdegrees. The set of combined environmental effects is defined as the convex hull of all the vectors w∗i`em(i−1)+`
and v∗i emn+i, i.e.,
Y (V∗,W∗) := conv ({w∗i`em(i−1)+`|i = 1, 2, . . . , n; ` = 1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪ {v∗i σi,m+1emn+i|i = 1, 2, . . . , n})
=

∑
i=1,...,n,
`=1,...,m
σi`w∗i`em(i−1)+` +
∑
i=1,...,n
σi,m+1v∗i emn+i|
σiτ ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n; τ = 1, 2, . . . ,m+ 1),
∑
i=1,...,n
τ=1,...,m+1
σiτ = 1
 ,
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with eη denoting the ηth ((m + 1)n)-dimensional unit vector (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)T. Formally, we can write Y (V∗,W∗) as a
parallelepiped:
Y (V∗,W∗) = X
i=1,...,n
`=1,...,m
[0,w∗i`] × Xi=1,...,n[0, v
∗
i ];
however, we underline that the elements y of the Cartesian factors (formal intervals) are just our parametric intervals.
The way in which the environment is involved is based on and applies any given a priori knowledge about the genes that
helps scientists, practitioners and decision makers when determining and elaborating the rarefied network. We recall that
all intervals y can be encoded by a tuple of scalar values. Now, we get our relaxed (generalized) Chebychev approximation
problem in the following form:
(RCP ) min
(m∗ij),(w∗i`),(v∗i )
l∗−1∑
α=0
∥∥∥∥M∗E(κα) +W∗Eˇ(κα) + V∗ − E˙(κα)∥∥∥∥2∞ ,
subject to
n∑
i=1
pij(m∗ij, y) ≤ αj(y) (y ∈ Y (V∗,W∗)),
m∑
i=1
qi`(w∗i`, y) ≤ β`(y) (y ∈ Y (V∗,W∗)),
m∑
i=1
ri(v∗i , y) ≤ γ (y) (y ∈ Y (V∗,W∗)),
δi,min ≤ mii (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
m∗ij ≤ m∗ij ≤ m∗ij (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
w∗i` ≤ w∗i` ≤ w∗i` (i = 1, 2, . . . , n; ` = 1, 2, . . . ,m),
v∗i ≤ v∗i ≤ v∗i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
We note that, firstly, we could compare m∗ii and δi,min and, then, take the largest of the two values as a single lower bound
instead (provided that δi,min < m∗ii). As given in the objective function by generalized Chebychev approximation, this uniform
interpretation of the ‘‘≤’’ conditions amounts to the SIP character of (RCP ). By the additional coupling of our inequality
constraint set Y (V∗,W∗) with the states (V∗,W∗), (RCP ) even becomes a GSIP problem. In the objective function, the
terms with the κth Chebychev norm ‖·‖∞ are nonsmooth max-type functions (κ = 0, 1, . . . , l∗ − 1). By the following
standard technique, (RCP ) becomes smoothly modeled. For each of them, we introduce a new coordinate τκ , in addition
to the unknowns of (RCP ), considered as a new coordinate and as a uniform bound for the squared Euclidean norms
of the elements inside the Chebychev norms (see Section 2.2.4). Herewith, we minimize the sum of the bounds. As new
inequalities we just introduce these bounding conditions; we write them so that the Euclidean norms of all the elements
inside the Chebychev norms have uniformly to stay below (‘‘≤’’) the corresponding bounds. We note that we could also
use one single new coordinate τ for an overall uniform bound. Indeed, we can choose between both alternatives according
to our preferences. In this case we replace the squares in the objective function by absolute values and make a further
linearity assumption on the constraints, (RCP ) comes close to a GSIP kind of conic quadratic programming [43,67,73,76]
(cf. Section 6.2).
6.2. On GSIP and structural stability for gene-environment networks
6.2.1. Introduction
GSIP optimization, revisited for our gene-environment network problem (RCP ) in Section 6, reveals the following
general program form [59,62,76]:
PGSI(f , h, g, u, v)
{
minimize f (x) onMGSI[h, g], where
MGSI[h, g] := {x ∈ Rd|hi(x) = 0(i ∈ I), g j(x, y) ≥ 0(y ∈ Y j(x), j ∈ J)}.
}
, (A1)
with finite cardinalities |I|, |J| < ∞, and with the sets Y j = Y j(x) being defined as feasible sets in the sense of finitely
constrained (F ) programming. Hence, also the sets of inequality constraints possess finitely many elements only. Moreover,
for each x ∈ Rd it holds
Y j(x) = MF [uj(x, ·), vj(x, ·)]
:= {y ∈ Rq|uk(x, y) = 0(k ∈ K j), v`(x, y) ≥ 0 (` ∈ Lj)}
}
, (A2)
where |K j|, |Lj| < ∞. Moreover, the model (A1)-(A2) allows equality constraints on both the upper (x-) level and lower
(y-) level representing, e.g., further metabolic restrictions, reactions or balance equations [70,79]. Let us suppose that the
outdegree constraints in (RCP ) are of class C2, too. The upper and lower bounds guarantee that the feasible setMGSI[h, g]
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is compact in the projective sense of the original 2(n2+mn+n) unknowns (with intervals encoded by tuples of endpoints),
but not in the ‘‘height’’ dimensions of the new coordinates τκ . This noncompactness can be overcome in theway explained in
[73,76]. By their form, the sets Y j(x) are indeed compact. What is more, we can even state that they fulfill the Linear
Independence Constraint Qualification (LICQ ), an appropriate choice of the overall box constraints that are given. The
works [62,70,76,79] provide more detailed discussions and possible generalizations of GSIP.
6.2.2. Further notes on GSIP
For surveys about the theory and the methods of SIP we refer to [31,37,58], whereas introductions to GSIP are given
in [62,71]. We note that there are studies indicating that GSIP is a harder problem than SIP, since the feasible set of GSIP can
possess topological structures that are not known from finitely constrained and semi-infinite programming problems.
Numerical methods for GSIP are mainly based on either transformation of GSIP into SIP or an extension of methods for
SIP to the GSIP case [71]. In the primal and the discretization methods from SIP, the assumptions have to be strengthened
in order to work for GSIP. For SIP and GSIP, the reduction ansatz serves as a basic regularity condition for numerical
solution methods [71]. Under the reduction ansatz, we can locally reduce SIP and GSIP to a smooth and finitely constrained
optimization problem SIPred and GSIPred, respectively. For an extensive overview on numerical methods in SIP we refer
to [58].
Recently, a semismooth Newton method for GSIP with convex lower level problems (i.e., g j(x, ·) (j ∈ J) is convex and
the set Y j(x) (j ∈ J) is concave) was developed [63]. Numerical examples from design centering and robust optimization
illustrate the performance of the method.
The convexity of the lower level problems cannot be expected for some standard applications of SIP like the Chebyshev or
reverse Chebyshev approximation. However, there are a number of applications where this structure can be exploited, like
design centering, robust optimization, defect minimization, minimax problems and disjunctive programming [62]. In GSIP
many relevant applications have convex lower level problems [62,63]. The standard regularity condition for convergence of
the semismooth Newton method is satisfied under natural assumptions for SIP [63]. In fact, under the reduction ansatz for
the lower level and the Robinson condition for the reduced upper level problem this regularity condition is satisfied.
We note that, generically, the reduction ansatz at all local minimizers of GSIP and at the Robinson condition holds [34].
This means that the assumption in [63] is a weak one —a fact that has been long known for standard SIP [61].
6.2.3. Stability theory
Perturbations of our gene-environment networks (f , h, g, u, v) 7→ (f˜ , h˜, g˜, u˜, v˜) are generated or caused, e.g., as follows
[70,79]: (i) Some data may be outliers as parallelepipeds, in size or position. We can handle them by multiplying some
(dampening) factor on the corresponding squared error (e.g., 0.9). (ii) There can be regularly repeated measurement series,
where the data of, e.g., a week, a month, etc., give rise to one optimization problem and network, such that the data of the
following week, month, etc., can be viewed as a ‘‘perturbed’’ problem and network. Let us also mention perturbations of
data into other subparallelepipeds P ∗, i.e., parallelepipeds of levels partially or completely move into a different regime.
Finally, our entire interval-valued modeling has been representing perturbations of the form of (iii) errors, imprecision and
uncertainty. Wemeasure perturbations by the strongWhitney topology C2S which, differently from the topology of uniform
convergence (including derivatives up to second order), takes into account asymptotic aspects [39,43].
The character –‘‘genetic (and environmental) fingerprint’’– of (RCP ) is given by all the lower level sets of its objective
function, which are subsets of the feasible set. If under arbitrarily slight perturbations and some correspondence between
the levels the perturbed and the unperturbed lower level sets are homeomorphic to each other, we call (RCP ) structurally
stable [43,45,73,76].
Now, we can carry over and state the Characterization Theorem on Structural Stability for Gene-Environment Networks
from [70,79] for (RCP ). In order not to overload the exposition, we avoid giving the full definitions and details but refer to
[46,74–76]. Ourmain theorembasically states that structural stability can just be characterized by twowell-known regularity
conditions and a more technical one:
Theorem 6.1 (Characterization Theorem on Structural Stability for Gene-Environment Networks). The optimization problem
PGSI(f , h, g, u, v) on gene-environment networks is structurally stable, if and only if the following triplet of conditions, C1–C3,
is satisfied:
C1. The Extended Mangasarian-Fromovitz Constraint Qualification (EMFCQ) holds for the set MGSI[h, g] defined in
PGSI(f , h, g, u, v).
C2. All the G-O Kuhn–Tucker points x of PGSI(f , h, g, u, v) are (G-O) strongly stable.
C3. For each two different G-O Kuhn–Tucker points x1 6= x2 of PGSI(f , h, g, u, v) the corresponding critical values are different
(separate), too: f (x1) 6= f (x2).
Our Characterization Theoremhelps towards a better understanding of the topological ‘‘landscape’’ of gene-environment
networks, their perturbational behaviour and for the development of numerical procedures. For instance, we can consider
‘‘mountain paths’’ (saddle points) between any two candidate networks being given by local minimizers of (RCP ). All
the points around candidate solutions can be regarded as potential networks which may be obtained after perturbations,
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e.g., inward shifts from a genetic or environmental boundary to an interior position [46,74–76], or, generally, be the result
of a ‘‘forward operator’’. They may be outcomes of underlying constellations in the experimental design which may have to
be reconstructed, which is an inverse problem [8].
Let us give a short explanation about the regularity conditions C1,2,3: EMFCQ basically guarantees that the feasible set
MGSI[h, g] is a topological manifold with generalized boundary. If this set is compact, then EMFCQ can be characterized by
its stability under slight perturbations of the defining functions (results for noncompact case are prepared, too) [43,73,76].
The condition of strong stability on our critical points guarantees their local uniqueness and continuous dependence on any
slight perturbation of the defining functions [45,46,73,76]. Finally, the more technical condition of separated critical values
makes the unperturbed and any slightly perturbed situation comparable. It prevents some different topological situations
[43,73].
In terms of testing the goodness of data fitting, the lower level sets can be interpreted as confidence regions around the
parameters estimated. The size of these regions is basically governed by the steepness of the function around the solution.
In cases where a local or global minimizer is very steep, we can associate this with stability, whereas flatness is more likely
related to instability. During the resolution of (RCP ), we have to understand possible pathologies in terms of the violation
of one or more of the conditions C1,2,3.
Note. There would be a difference if we had squared our bounds τκ of the sums of squares. Indeed, if all bounds were
vanishing, we would be in the case of interpolation rather than approximation; then all feasible points with such an activity
behaviour were stationary in the sense of C2, with a long gradient (in the sense of Section 2.2.4) equal to 0. In the opposite
case where no τκ vanishes, there would qualitatively be no difference to our preferredmodel with non-squared bounds, but
only a rescaling needed. In particular, the long gradient would be nonvanishing.
Future research may investigate dynamics within of our networks such as ‘‘tectonics’’ generating ‘‘clashes’’, ‘‘folds’’,
‘‘reefs’’, ‘‘volcanoes’’ and ‘‘areas lifted or dropped’’. Here, a better interpretation and prediction of the biological, economical
and social factors are necessary and intended, and a suitable numerical methodology has to be prepared for this. But there
are also dynamical phenomena along different networks such as ‘‘cascades’’ of gene-environment networks. By the time-
discrete dynamics, the networks generate expression level vectors which can conversely be interpreted as simulated data
on which further models could be based.
Let us point out a relation to conic programming (CP) [49], however, in a GSIP sense. If in (RCP ) the functions defining
the constraints are all linear and the squares on the Chebychev norms deleted, then we obtain such a CP problem. If we
square the linear constraint functions and also the bounds, then we arrive at the special case of CP, called conic quadratic
programming (CQP) [49,67]. Section 5.2 gave a further motivation of CQP. In all these CP problems, interior point methods
can be introduced and numerically applied.
6.3. A discussion on the time aspect
In Section 3, we introduced a way how the levels of the various environmental factors could become represented: by
constants, piecewise by constants, or in a continuous or piecewise continuous manner of variability. For example, the
effect of the some item such a poison may for some interval be regarded as being active (switched on) and in other time
intervals inactive (switched off ). The distinction between those intervals, the choice of their lengths, contributes to a more
sophisticated modeling. Indeed, our model can become even more realistic if these switching times become represented
by thresholds traversed by the environmental levels. In our paper, those thresholds and, in particular, gene-expression
thresholds are the subject of our entire estimation problem. They are features in a piecewise linear approximation of the
nonlinearity of nature and of social complexity.
Early in this paper (see Section 2.2), we made the convention that the genetical and the environmental sample times
coincide in the pairwise sense. Actually, if at some time point when some measurement is made, say, a genetical one, data
on other genetical or environmental items are not recorded, we can put their levels equal to 0 and equate the corresponding
change rates of concentration, given by a difference quotient, by 0, as well. Herewith, the dimensional format of the
approximation problem would remain preserved and the estimated solutions remain the same.
By the introduction of these zeros, more coefficients will vanish in an entire matrix representation of our approximation
problem. In tendency, this amounts to higher matrix sparsity, which is an aspect numerically discussed in the related
work [79].
Let us for future work propose that we may even consider the thresholds, needed to be estimated, as intervals. Since the
thresholds are found by statistical learning, we could interpret their interval-valuedness by confidence intervals.
In the paper [77], special attention is paid to carbon dioxide emission control; here, the environmental issues are the
CO2 reduction and the financial means of the countries, and their technological levels as well. Here, we can see how some
particular environmental items (e.g., special means additionally invested) take a new role as time-discrete control variables.
We note that these additive controls can also be regarded as perturbations. For the perturbational phenomena, their facets,
meanings and behaviours, we refer to Section 6.2.3.
Finally, to control the relation between the degrees of freedom between the number of unknowns and the number of
various measurements, we propose two more helpful approaches: (i) In the gene-environment networks, we can let the
upper bounds of the outdegrees have a time-dependence, e.g., a piecewise constraint or a continuous one. This serves to
regulate complexity. (ii) The whole modeling could be made serially, i.e., over certain successive time intervals, where
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each model updates the previous one based on the data gained during the present time interval. A subset of the unknown
parameter set will then be re-estimated in the course of any such an update. The succession of the intervals may be based
on our knowledge about switching and thresholds.
We underline that any realistic decisions on when the sample times of different times should be chosen can only be
done in close collaboration with the practitioner from biology, biotechnology, environmental engineering, from the social
sciences or from the authorities of decision making. With their experience and expertise the experimental design can be
prepared, well understood and interpreted.
In our future studies, we shall pay closer attention to the practically very important aspects of the time scales and, in the
time sense, the comparability of the different model items.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, a mathematical modeling, an optimization and dynamical representation of the patterns of
genetic information have been presented. Measurement errors and uncertainties in DNA microarray experiments and
environmental observations were taken into account and incorporated. A matrix algebra and interval arithmetic was
provided. We arrived at approximation problems of a generalized Chebychevian kind and investigated them by generalized
semi-infinite optimization. For a deep understanding of the topological landscape of gene-environment networks
determined by that optimization, we could state a characterization result on structural stability. We pointed out the
closeness to conic quadratic programming, in particular, when referring to spline regression there with our new approach.
Complementary to our optimization theory, we gave a stability theory on dynamical systems which supports, e.g., the
prediction of genetic and environmental levels and the testing of the goodness of data fitting. With all these explanations
we demonstrated the importance of optimization and dynamics in a modern interdisciplinary approach which has discrete,
continuous and hybrid features as well.
In our analysis we saw how GSIP can help realize the close interaction between genetic and environmental
information. Even more, environmental data from carbon-dioxide emission and earth-warming can be included [55,56],
the understanding of community structures [15] and aspects of lifestyle and awareness, the sustainable development of our
societies [32] and educational measurements as well. Socio-econo-environment networks can an become expression of such
an extension, which might be called ‘‘soft’’ today, but could be in the range of applied mathematics tomorrow.
The authors tried to give a more theoretical but helpful contribution to a better understanding of nature and for
improvements in health care, medicine and living conditions.
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